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Anthro Only Gets Better With Age!

Our Most Popular AnthroCart2 Features
Strong
Sturdy 1” thick industrial grade high density 
particle board shelves, 16 gauge steel 
tube legs and our patented shelf support 
mechanism means AnthroCarts can hold up 
to 150 pounds of your equipment!

Flexibile
Shelves install at 1” increments along the 
vertical tubes so you can place your work 
surface and additional storage at whatever 
height best fits your needs. Best of all, the 
adjustability and wide array of accessories 
mean the cart grows with you. 

Durable
Vinyl T-molding around the shelf surfaces 
prevents dings on edges. The baked-on 
powder coat finish on the legs is the 
toughest finish available! All these details 
add up to make an AnthroCart able to 
withstand the daily wear and tear that 
comes with any work environment.

Easy to Assemble
The simple design of the AnthroCart means 
you won’t have to spend a lot of time 
putting your AnthroCart together. Detailed 
assembly instructions and all the necessary 
tools are included with every cart.

Mobile
Soft rubber 2 3/8” twin wheel casters 
provide easy and quiet rolling. The front two 
casters also lock. Casters insert into a solid 
steel shaft in the base tube so they stay 
snug over uneven surfaces. Need a more 
robust option? Upgrade to large 4” casters!

Original AnthroCarts from 1984
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Anthro Only Gets Better With Age!

24”w AnthroCart 2

Dimensions 24”w x 30”d x 28”h

Comes with

Three legs, two shelves (one 
large, one small), four 2-3/8” 
casters (two locking), a base 
tube, cable management sleeves 
and hooks, and all the necessary 
tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

GT03BK (Black), GT03FG (Fog) 
$299 MSRP

36”w AnthroCart 2

Dimensions 36”w x 30”d x 28”h

Comes with

Three legs, two shelves (one 
large, one small), four 2-3/8” 
casters (two locking), a base 
tube, cable management sleeves 
and hooks, and all the necessary 
tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

GT16NRBK (Black),  
GT16NRFG (Fog) 
$399 MSRP

48”w AnthroCart 2

Dimensions 48”w x 30”d x 28”h

Comes with

Four legs, two shelves (one 
large, one small with a recessed 
front edge), four 2-3/8” casters 
(two locking), a base tube, cable 
management sleeves and hooks, 
and all the necessary tools for 
assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

GT12BK (Black), GT12FG (Fog) 
$499 MSRP

Top: The 24”w AnthroCart in Fog makes a compact desk for laptops.
Bottom: Beau’s 24” Cart in Black is durable enough for manufacturing 
environments. Shown with optional Extension Tubes, Small Additional 
Shelf and Small 3”h Drawer.

Top: Kyle’s 36”w AnthroCart in Black sports an optional CPU SideRack, 
Extension Tubes, Keyboard Drawer and Small Additional Shelf.
Bottom: The perfect building blocks, AnthroCarts are easy to configure 
for your equipment, shown with optional Small Additional Shelf.

Top: Jessica’s 48”w AnthroCart in Black is roomy enough for all of her 
equipment. Shown with optional Small 3”h Drawer and FileAround.
Bottom: Add storage to any AnthroCart with optional Extension Tubes 
and Additional Shelves.

AnthroCart
®2
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60”w AnthroCart 2 72”w AnthroCart 2

60”w AnthroCart 2

Dimensions 60”w x 30”d x 28”h

Comes with

Four legs, one shelf, front metal 
lip, metal rear support pan, 
metal side support gussets, six 
2-3/8” casters (two locking), a 
base tube, cable management 
sleeves and hooks, and all the 
necessary tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

H24BK (Black), H24FG (Fog) 
$559 MSRP

72”w AnthroCart 2

Dimensions 72”w x 30”d x 28”h

Comes with

Four legs, one shelf, front metal 
lip, metal rear support pan, 
metal side support gussets, six 
2-3/8” casters (two locking), a 
base tube, cable management 
sleeves and hooks, and all the 
necessary tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

H31BK (Black), H31FG (Fog) 
$659 MSRP

Top: Carlos’s 60”w AnthroCart in Fog helps maximize his workspace.
Bottom: Marcus’s 60”w AnthroCart in Black keeps everything within arms 
reach, shown with optional CPU SideRack, Keyboard and Mouse Caddy, 
Extension Tubes and Small Additional Shelf.

Top: The 72”w AnthroCart in Fog makes efficient use of larger spaces.
Bottom: After selecting a 72”w AnthroCart in Fog to hold all of his test 
equipment, Bradly added Extension Tubes so he can work standing. 
Shown with optional CPU SideRack, and Extension Tubes.

Equipment  
Cart

MiniCart

Equipment Cart

Dimensions 25.25”w x 21.5”d x 28”h

Comes with

Four legs, two shelves, four 
2-3/8” casters (two locking), a 
base tube, cable management 
sleeves and hooks, and all the 
necessary tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

030BK (Black), 030FG (Fog) 
$309 MSRP

MiniCart

Dimensions 18.75”w x 22.5”d x 28”h

Comes with

Three legs, two shelves, four 
2-3/8” casters (two locking), a 
base tube, cable management 
sleeves and hooks, and all the 
necessary tools for assembly.

Product #  
and MSRP

GT23BK (Black), GT23FG (Fog) 
$289 MSRP

On the right: Keep your small equipment on the move with a compact 
mobile Equipment Cart. Shown in Fog with optional Additional Small Shelf.

On the right: Add the optional Handle, Equipment Hold-down, Metal Bin 
and 4” Casters for a nimble cart that can maneuver through tight spaces.
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Made in the USA
We design and manufacture  
in Portland, Oregon to control quality 
and respond quickly to your needs.

Technology Is Our  
Middle Name
For over 30 years, we've been staying 
ahead of your technology needs with 
our easy-to-use solutions.

Limited Lifetime Warranty
With Anthro, you get premium 
materials, quality construction and 
outstanding service. For details on  
our Limited Lifetime Warranty, visit 
anthro.com.

Why You’ll Love 
Anthro

Anthro logo is a registered trademark of Ergotron, Inc. © 1994 - 2016; Anthro-DNA is a trademark of Ergotron Inc., © 2016. 
All rights reserved. Anthro is also a brand of Ergotron Inc., a Nortek company.

AnthroCart 2 Accessories That Help Make 
The Most Of Your Space

Small 3”h Drawer 6”h and 11”h File 
Drawer

FileAround

Storage

Metal Base Shelf Elevate II Single SurfaceAdditional Shelves (Large and Small sizes)

Probe Holders

Hanging Racks

Monitor Solutions

Flat Panel Monitor Arms

CPU Solutions

CPU Slide-out CPU SideRack CPU SideRack 
with Caster

CPU Roll-out

Keyboard Drawer

Keyboard & Mouse Solutions

Keyboard and Mouse 
Caddy

Also From Anthro

For inquiries, call our super friendly and knowledgeable Sales Team 
at 800.325.3841, drop us a line at sales@anthro.com, or download 
more info at anthro.com.


